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OBJECTIVE
The objective of the TBBA is to teach Bailong Ball according to the guidelines and exercise
methods of Professor Bai Rong.
§1 Definition: TBB-Assitant Trainer (TBB-AT)
The TBB-AT is considered the fourth accreditation level, following the Trainer (third level),
Instructor (second level) and Master (first level). The TBB-AT certificate issued by the TBBA is
the certificate of acknowledgment for TBB-ATs.
The TBB-AT is entitled to train beginner groups on their own account.
Advanced groups, especially groups specializing on competition may only be trained together
with a TBB Trainer.
Like all trainers, TBB-ATs must participate in an annual supervision.
§2 TBB-AT Requirements
The TBB-AT training is comprised of at least 30 hours.
The training covers the following techniques:
1. All techniques neither requiring rotation of the racket nor rotation of the wrist (USwinging, U-Swinging with 180° Rotation, 180° Rotation Over the Shoulder, Horizontal
8, Reversed 8, The Mirror, Horizontal Rotation, Diagonal Rotation, Vertical Rotation,
Swinging Under the Leg, Swinging Behind the Back)
2. The 8 basic Multiplay techniques (in particular the 4 core techniques which can be trained
alone: high/low forehand, high/low backhand, high/low backhand with side grip, left to
right / right to left in front of he body)
3. Taiji Bailong Ball Basic Form
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§3 TBB-AT Certificate
The TBB-AT Certificate accredits the successful completion of the TBBA-AT curriculum.
Accreditation is granted upon:
1. Mastering the techniques listed under §2
2. The assessment of the performance and control of those techniques by the objective view
of a local Trainer on the basis of the principles of Professor Bai Rong. The Instructor can
either assess the TBB-AT's performance live on-site or remote / off-line by means of
video recording (DVD/video file documenting the exercises performed by the candidate
is sent / provided to the Instructor)
3. The confirmed TBBA membership (currently € 30 annual subscription fee)
4. The payment of a € 50 examination fee to the TBBA
When all the above conditions have been met, the TBBA issues a licence valid for one year. This
licence will be handed out to the candidate by the local Trainer. License renewal will be granted
upon completing an annual supervision led by a certified TBB Trainer.
§4 Requirements for TBB-Trainers offering TBBA-AT trainings
Trainers must obtain approval to train TBBA-AT candidates from the TBBA or an accredited
TBBA Instructor on an annual basis. Requirements for such approvals:
1. The Trainer offering the TBB-AT-course must have a valid TBBA Trainer certificate
issued by the founder, Professor Bai Rong
2. The Trainer must have participated in at least one TBB Trainer Supervision and must
have participated in any and all follow-up annual supervisions.
3. Indication of time, place and possible cooperation with third parties for the TBBA-AT
training
§5 Rights and obligation of the TBB-Trainer
The approval by the TBBA / TBBA accredited Instructor binds the Trainer to train the TBBAAT according to the standards and principles of the founder Professor Bai Rong and the TBBA.
The Trainer is allowed to use the TBBA-brand and the TBBA-logo for the aforementioned
purposes.
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§6 Financial Settlement
The Trainer will provide suitable training locations and time slots for the TBB-AT training.
He/she acts entirely on his/her own account. Only the examination fee and annual membership
fees for the TBB-AT candidate must be paid to the TBBA. If the TBB-AT continues with the
next level of training to become a certified TBBA Trainer he/she will receive a 30% discount on
tuition fees.

2018
Signed Xiaofei Sui
(Chairman TBBA and Instructor)
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